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Cryptography- The science of Secrets

RSA

From Ideas

To Impact

Cryptocurrency, Hash, DS

…From art to science; from informal to become part of formal Computer Science

Shor’s RSA breaker

…Ideas Galore: Psuedorandomness, one-way functions, How to encrypt, authenticate, computing on encrypted data  

E-commerce BlockChain Quantum Computer

…The study of mathematical techniques for securing digital information, systems, and distributed computations 
against adversarial attacks.



- The study and construction of algorithms  that can learn from and make predictions on DATA without being explicitly 
programmed, through building a model from sample inputs.
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Phase 1 (Training/Learning)

Data = {labeled instances} from 
unknown distribution/unknown 
algorithm

Phase 2: Classify/Prediction/Inference

Machine Learning- The art of Automating automation

Generate more data
Malignant Tumor
Bank Loan Application
Suspect’s bail application
Emails 



What is learning?
What you can

or cannot learn 
efficiently?

Crypto at the heart of 
failure to learn

LPN, LWE
FHE

Post-quantum Crypto
Leakage-resilient 

Crypto

Secure ML
Secure MLaaS/ 

Prediction/ 
Inference

Watermarking 
Model
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Impact of Crypto on Computational ML

Learning Algorithmx,C(x) H

X drawn from 
unknown 
distribution D

model

That agrees with C approximately and with 
high probability for inputs drawn from D

Efficient (in size x and C) & Successful Error = Prx from D [H(x) ≠ C(x)]

Pr(Error > " ) < #

If C is a DNF:

- H is needed to be DNF: NP-complete
- H can be poly of degree n1/3log(n):  2O(d)     [KS01]
- D is uniform: nO(log n).    [Ver90]
- D is uniform & query allows: poly(n)   [Jac94]

- Pseudo-random function (PRF) is not PAC-
learnable even for D being uniform and 
membership queries 

Valiant’s (‘84) Probabilistically and Approximately Correct Learning (PAC)

…….



Impact of Hard Learning on Crypto
: Building crypto constructions basing on hardness of learningLearning Parity with Noise (LPN) [BlumFKL93] 
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Chosen from Bernoulli Dist. With "
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: hard to find S even after arbitrary q queries.
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~ to decoding random linear codes (studied 

extensively)

+ Symmetric key crypto, authentication, 

commitment, ZK

+ Extremely light-weight; apt for RFID that are too 

weak for standard crypto 

+ Quantum-resilient unlike NT based hard 

problems



Impact of Hard Learning on Crypto
: Building crypto constructions basing on hardness of learningLearning with Error (LWE) [Regev05] 

S ∈R Zp
l (A, AS + e)Please e = Noise

Chosen from discrete Gaussian dist.

LWEl,"

A ∈R Zp
l

: hard to find S even after arbitrary q queries.

q =2$ % queries   requires  2$ % running time                     

~ to decoding random linear codes (studied 
extensively)

+  in addition FHE (holy-grail of encryption), 
collision-resistant hash functions

+ Not very light-weight

+ Quantum-resilient unlike NT based hard 
problems



So far..
Bliss of crypto is nightmare of ML!

Gear up for second half. Very optimistic



ML application in Practice (shift of power)
Machine can take decision on behalf of human being

Health: Disease control by trend prediction (skin cancer, retinopathy) 

Finance: Prediction for financial market
Facial, Image Recognition

Bail: Decide who gets bail
Credit Rating: Decide who gets bank loan

`Data will become new currency.’
‘Data is the new Oil’

Whose data?Ours, common people’s

Remember data is the nutrient for ML

Can leave us unprotected

Crypto’s promise begins hereMore

30+ years of research on methods to 
ensure privacy and correctness of 
communication and computation can 
be used to ensure ML algorithm's 
power is not misused.



Where Crypto can and is helping ML

C1 (secure ML): Keep data and model safe during training and prediction 

+ Incentivizes people to contribute to train (skin cancer, gene)– federated 
learning
+ Incentivizes people to use and offer ‘Machine Learning as a Service (MLaaS)’-
- secure prediction/inference



Crypto Tools: MPC [Yao1982]
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Setup:
- n parties P1,....,Pn ;  t are corrupted by a centralized adv

- A common n-input function f(x1,x2,..xn)

- Pi has private input xi

- Correctness: Compute f(x1,x2,..xn)              

- Privacy: Nothing more than function 
output should be revealed

Goals:

Challenge:
TTPNO

MPC: interactive protocol that emulates TTP



Crypto Tools (Circuit Garbling)

x y
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input output

garbled
input
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output

Boolean circuit

encoding
function

decoding
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Circuit 

evaluation

c : {0,1}n  à {0,1} m
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Privacy: Input privacy

Authenticity: Unforgeability of Y

Privacy-free

Evaluates a circuit in encoded domain

Obliviousness: Output privacy when decoding info is withheld

x1 x2 x3 x4

c(x1,x2,x3,x4)



Secret s Dealer

v1 v2 v3 vn

Sharing 
Phase

…

Less than t +1 parties have 
no info’ about the secret

Reconstruction
Phase ³ t +1 parties can 

reconstruct the secretSecret s

Crypto Tools (Secret Sharing)

Security 2: Any t parties have ‘no’ information about the secret.                                            
Pr[secret =s before secret sharing] – Pr[secret =s after secret sharing] = 0  

Security 1: Any (t+1) parties have ‘complete’ information about the secret.  



What are we up to then?

q Performance, efficiency, scalability

q Non-linear operations: Activation functions (non-linear-
logistic, Max, Tanh). 

q Big data

q ML is the domain of small number of parties– small parties participate; small servers 
can be hired for service 

What can we leverage?

q Tolerance against strongest (malicious) adversary (current solution only passive 
adversary)

q Accuracy for performance? Good approximation? 



MPC Theory/Practice for ML

qSmall domain MPC— 3,4,5 parties

qMPC techniques are different for handling arithmetic and Boolean functions. 

q (future) Approximating the non-linear using MPC friendly functions in a secure way

Weighted sum is better done in arithmetic style

Activation function is better done in Boolean style

Find mechanism to go from one world to the other efficiently 



Security Notions: Degree of Robustness
- Guaranteed output delivery (god) - Strongest

Adversary cannot prevent honest parties from getting output

- Fairness (fn)
If adversary gets output, all get the output

- Security with unanimous abort (ua)

Either all or none of the honest parties get output  (may be unfair)

- Security with selective abort (sa) - weakest

Adversary selectively deprives some honest parties of the output
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3/5PC with One/Two Corruption: Why?
1st: Popular  setting for MPC in practice: First Large-Scale Deployment of Danish Sugar Beet Auction, 
ShareMind, Secure ML

2nd: Improved fault tolerance: recovery of secrets is possible  with 3 as opposed to  2

6th: Lightweight constructions and better round guarantee:

3rd: Strong security goals: god and fairness only achievable in honest majority setting [Cleve86] 

4th: Leveraging one corruption to circumvent lower bounds: 
+ 2-round 4PC of [IKPP15]  circumvents  the lower-bound 3 rounds for fair MPC with t > 1 [GIKR02]!
+ VSS with one corruption is possible in one round!

5th: Weak assumptions: possible from OWF/P shunning PK primitives such as OT altogether

+ No cut-and-choose

+ 2 vs 4 in plain model with point-to-point channels



Result 1: The Exact Round Complexity of MPC [CRYPTO 2018]

selective abort (sa)

unanimous abort (ua)

fairness (fn)

Guaranteed (god) Impossible

3

- Broadcast

3

LB1: 3 rounds are necessary for ua in [- broadcast] 

UB1: 3 rounds are sufficient for fn in [- broadcast] 

+ Broadcast
2

2

3

3
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UB2: 2-rounds are sufficient for ua in [+ broadcast] 

LB2: 3-rounds are necessary for fn in [+ broadcast] 

UB3: 3-rounds are sufficient for god in [+ broadcast] 

Upper bounds rely on weakest cryptographic assumption (OWF)

Novelty: Closing the known theoretical gap and complete the understanding

Applicability: The upper bounds are very efficient in terms of communication and computation

Results: 



Results 3,4,5: Blazing-fast MPC and Building blocks for Internet 
[NDSS 2017, ACM CCS 2018, sub IEEE S&P 2018]

3PC for one corruption with fairness and Guaranteed output delivery  
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P1

Very practical setting 
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Complete for MPC, needed for every gate 

Intrinsically expensive; public key operations 

OT Extension: Small OTs to many OTs at the cost of symmetric key operations 

Result: (Upgrading Security with no 
cost): (independent of # extended OTs)

Applicability: 
Communication overhead: .011-.028%

Computation overhead: 4-5%

Result: Achieving stronger security 

at a nominal cost over existing 

protocols providing security with abort

Applicability: 
Communication overhead: 5-10 KB

Running time overhead: .2 -.5 s

Low latency (round) protocols 



Results: (i) Protocol with 2  (field/ring) elements per gate in 3PC setting.  

(ii) Extension of the for n-parties with 2t elements (as opposed to 
4t of previous best )

Applicability: ML and in any other circuit where there is combination of linear and non-linear 
computation

Result 6: MPC with High Throughput [Submitted]

P3

P2

P1

(iii) Use techniques for secure prediction

B A

A

B (iv) Seamless conversion of sharing in world A to world B, vice 
versa

Very small communication / gate and fast computation 



Results: (i) NO ciphertext for garbling formulaic circuits in privacy-free way.  

(ii) (Breaking Lower-bound): The  known lower bound of 1 ciphertext wrong!

Novelty: non-traditional garbling (bottom-up and leaking of two keys) and proof of authenticity

Interestingly Privacy-free schemes are better than private

Applicability: Computation involves XOR operations. 

Result 7: Size-zero Privacy-free Garbled Circuits (GC) [CRYPTO 2017]

Two keys per wire
Four ciphertexts per gate

Directly impacts the 
communication complexity of MPC

= # ciphertexts



Where Crypto can help ML
C2 (Adversarial training & Proof):
- ML algorithms cannot be tampered to take advantage of  (resilient to adversarial chosen 

data), 
- proof that model has been trained from the correct data, 

C3 (adversarial ML): Make it hard to manipulate data to fool the model / misclassify  

+ Serious issue for virus detection, self-driving car

+ Come up with definitions and techniques that are resilient against domain 
specific attacks and give provably secure ML training tolerant against those 
attacks (such as rotations/translations of a image) 

+ Holy-grail: Build ML model where making `misclassification’ requires learning 
a ‘cryptographically-hard’ task  



Where Crypto can help ML

C4 (adversarial ML): Trace unauthorized use of your data to trail model and model. 

Model watermarking  



Conclusion A lot going on

PRIVACY PRESERVING MACHINE LEARNING
NIPS 2018 Workshop
Montréal, December 8

ACM CCS, IEEE S &P, NDSS, PETS
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Waiting for 

ML’s favor 

for Crypto

Apply crypto (MPC) for 

unlimited supply of 

nutrients (data) 


